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GREEN BAY and WESTERN LINES
We are continually in need of stories, news, photographs,
maps, and other reproducible historical items related to the
Green Bay and Western, Kewaunee Green Bay and
Western, Anhapee and Western, Fox River Valley, and the
other predecessor lines of the GBW. Send all contributions
to the editor via e-mail or USPS. There can be no payment
for these contributions, but the contributor will receive full
credit for all submissions. Contributed material will be
returned when requested. Sharing knowledge enriches all
that it is shared with.
HOW TO CONTRIBUTE
Written material is best submitted by email or by USPS on a
disk. This does NOT mean that type or hand written material
is not welcome, all material is welcome. Typed material can
be scanned into an editable document. Should you chose to
send a handwritten item, please remember that the editor (the
old, weak-eyed, hunt and pecking editor) must key it into a
document. Please keep such material short and readable.
Photographs, drawings, maps, etc. may be submitted by
email or disk. I can accept most formats but prefer tif or jeg
files. I can use Photoshop (psd) or Corel PHOTO-PAINT
(cpt) and Acrobat (pdf) files. Use as high a resolution as you
can, keeping file size in mind. The higher the resolution the
better the reproduction in print will be. Use at least 150 if
possible; I normally use 300 and occasionally higher. Please
refrain from using bitmaps as they are huge and not easily
edited. You may send the original photos or other item to me
for scanning and I will return them using my stamp. If you
have questions on format or anything else regarding material
you wish to submit contact me by email, phone, letter, smoke
signal or whatever and I will be happy to assist you.

PRESIDENT'S COMMENTS by Bob Hainstock
A lot of time has gone by since our first meeting in April
2006, and not everything has gone as smoothly as I would
have hoped for. I had thought that I knew a lot about
historical organizations and how to organize a new group,
and that most things would go pretty smooth, but I was
wrong. I have learned a lot of things in these past few
months, and fortunately there have been several individuals
that have assisted and advised me in getting the GBWHS off
of the ground as well as taking on some of the important
responsibilities that have to be filled in order to get this group
into full working order. There are still many things to be
done and we have a long way to go. There are positions to fill
and formalities to follow. The first hurdle will be our first
annual meeting and election. The meeting and election will
be held April 28 here in Green Bay. The dinner will be held
at the Stadium View Restaurant on Holmgren Way, and we
will hold the election just after the dinner. And we have a
program lined up featuring former GBW conductor Dan
Luedke. Dan is a railroad historian and he has actively
worked to preserve the history of the Green Bay and
Western. Dan is one of many people that assisted Stan Mailer
with his book, THE GREEN BAY AND WESTERN, THE
FIRST 111 YEARS.
THE PUBLICATION OF THIS FIRST ISSUE OF
GREEN BAY AND WESTERN LINES has taken time to
get out to you, but I hope that this issue will help you feel that
it has been worth the wait. There are two primary articles in
this issue.
John Hagen was one of the first members to offer to
contribute articles, and he has a couple of projects in the
works, but these are not ready for print yet. He wrote a Paint
Shop article featured in the January 1986 issue of MODEL
RAILROADER. It has been reprinted here with their
permission.
The second article features a series of pictures and the
story about my brief ride of the GBW #X-190 Jordan
Spreader in October 2006. I was able to take a few pictures of
the spreader that rarely viewable. The day was also special
because of the man at the controls, Greg Meyers, who had
operated the X-190 during his years working for the GBW. I
can't print all of the stories that I heard during that session,
although I wish that I could (but we are a family
organization). Enjoy our first issue, and I hope that you are
looking forward to the many more issues that are to come
yet! -Bob Hainstock

GBW at Waupaca

ROY CAMPBELL collection

LIKE MANY model railroaders, I don't
have a layout, so I model the equipment of
my favorite railroad, the Green Bay &
Western. A couple of years ago I found a
number of rather new 50-foot FMC box
cars from the New Orleans Public Belt RR
at Norwood Yard in Green Bay. My guess
at the time was that they had been
purchased by the GB& W .
Last winter I learned that my guess
was right when I acquired a photo
showing one of these cars with new
GB&W reporting marks, but with all the
other NOPB lettering intact. I thought it
would be an interesting car to model, and
in fact it turned out to be even more
interesting than I expected.
DETAILS
Model Die Casting makes HO scale
NOPB boxcars and FMC 50-foot singledoor boxcars. However, the NOPB
lettering is available only on MDC's 50foot Pullman-Standard car. Herald King
has NOPB decals, though also for a P-S
car. Knowing the FMC car and some
version of NOPB decals were available, 1
decided to forge ahead.
Comparing the kit to the photo, I
decided that, although the model appeared
to be accurate, the cast-on ladder rungs just
didn't cut it. My first step was to re- move
these cast details. Rather than bore you
with my un-successful attempts, fig. I

shows you my final, slow-but-practical
method using X-acto no. 17 and no. 16
blades. I replaced the rungs with lengths
of .015" wire, using a gap-filling cyanoacrylate adhesive - sparingly. 80 the vee
notches were filled in and the rivet detail
wasn't.
Moving on to the ends, it was easy to
remove the full-width grab irons by cutting from below with the no. 17 blade. I
removed the rungs of the end ladders just
as on the sides, except that I cut them off
flush with the faces of the lad- der posts,
leaving no mounting brackets and no
notches. Also, when scraping with the no.
16 blade, I took care to match the angle of
the horizontal ribs.
I felt the end detail was lacking in depth,
80 I reworked the end ladders as shown in
fig. 2. Before installing the new full-width
grab irons, I drilled no. 78 holes for their
center stanchions, centered on each end
and in line with the grabs. After cementing

the grab iron in place. I pushed a piece
of .015" wire through the hole from the
inside, glued it to both the grab iron and the
carbody, and cut off the excess wire inside
the shell. I also decided to replace the small
platforms over the couplers as shown in
fig. 3, but I did not cement the new
platforms in place until later.
Now for the doors. On both the prototype
and the decal sheet you'll find lettering for
the door that says CLOSE BOTH
LATCHES BE-FORE MOVING CAR,
and a black line that goes to both the lower
and upper latches. I mention this now but I
had the model painted and was applying
the decals when I realized that there was no
upper latch and the black line went up to
nothing!
I bent a piece of .015” wire to a 90
degree angle, hammered it flat on a piece
of steel, cut it to length to match the lower
latch, and cemented it to the door.
Hindsight tells me it is better to do this

before painting the car.
Moving on to the floor, I made
brackets for the uncoupling levers as
shown in fig. 4. For levers I modified the
Detail Associates "cut levers" so they'd be
fastened by the coupler screws and thus
easy to remove for coupler maintenance.
I tapped the coupler and truck
mounting holes 2-56, and I installed the
coupler cover plates using Kadee 2-56
Delrin screws. After installing the weight
I stacked the floor, shell, and trucks on a
Protopower West scale to check the car's
total weight, then added lead with doublesided tape to bring it up to about 5 ounces.
Finally, I washed the shell and floor with
detergent and water and let them dry.
PAINT
Herald King recommends Floquil SP
Daylight Orange paint for use with the
NOPB decal set, so I brushed some onto a
sheet of styrene to check the color against

the photo. The paint was much too dark to
match the faded prototype. It was even
darker than the places where the GB& W
had painted over the old numbers or the
not-so.-faded area behind the door
openings.
I put some of the Daylight Orange
into a bottle and added Reefer White until
the paint came close to matching the
darker patches of the prototype. Then I
put some of that mixture in another bot.
tie and added more white until it closely
matched the car's faded main color.
Using the "faded" paint in a Badger
350 external mix airbrush, I sprayed the
body and underframe at 25 lbs. psi air
pressure. I applied three coats an hour
apart: the first very light, the second
heavier for main coverage, and the third
sort of in between to assure full and even
coverage, taking care to spray from all
angles to cover the various surfaces.
When the body had dried for 24 hours
I applied the darker paint with a Badger
200 internal mix airbrusb and 12 lbs.
pressure. I opened the needle adjustment
just enough to assure continuous paint
flow, then painted the areas where the
NOPB numbers were painted over and to
the right of each doorway where the open
doors had protected the paint.
(Judging by the difference in shade,
the doors must have been open a lot.
Open doors mean empty cars: no wonder
these relatively new cars were sold.)
On the ends I sprayed upwards to
keep the darker paint off the roof. I held a
business card against the edge of the top
rib for masking, but otherwise sprayed
free- hand as on the real thing. On the
sides I used another card with a rectangle
cut out to mask the repainted patches: I
sim. ply held the card over the side and
sprayed straight through the opening.
For the areas next to the doorways, I
taped some cards together to form an
open rectangle the size of the door. Again
I sprayed straight at the side as I held this
mask in position, but only ap- plied a light
coat so this paint wouldn't be as dark as
the "repainted" areas. I set the car aside to

dry for 2 days before I applied Floquil Mixing some brown, red, and orange
Crystal. Cote as a base for the decals.
pastel gave a very nice rust tone, which I
applied with a small, dampened brush.
Using a damp brush allows you to thin
DECALS
and "run" the rust if needed, but makes it
The lettering was my next great ad- stick almost like a paint so that it stays in
venture. Modern boxcars have enough to place when a fixative is applied.
keep an Evelyn Wood's graduate reading
Other than the rust, I applied some dirt
for hours! I began with the logo and large (a mixture of black and white) on the
NOPB road name lettering from Herald roof, dust (brown and beige) on the sides
King's decal set B-1140. The car data and and ends, and "garp" (all the previous
the end reporting marks came from mixtures combined) on the floor. I applied
Herald King's no. B-12 GB&W box car an- other light coat of Flat Finish to fix or
set. The yellow wheel-inspection dots seal the chalk.
were from Herald King set no. W-1- the
I put the trucks on the underframe,
GB&W set had white ones, and naturally installed Kadee no. 5 couplers, checked
I needed yellow.
the coupler height, and installed the frame
I would cut out a couple of decals, in the shell. Then I turned the car upside
soak them until. they slid freely from the down and installed the uncoupling levers.
backing, apply and blot them, then go on I painted the end platforms with Testor's
to the next couple. Once the whole side Model Master brand Steel paint thinned
and end were done I held the car at an 25 percent for the air- brush, and fixed
angle and applied Walthers Solvaset them in place with ACC. The last step
along the top of each decal, allowing it to was to dust the trucks with the remainder
run down, and caught the excess by of the garp.
touching it with just the edge of a facial
The end result is a nicely detailed
tissue. Then I repeated the Solvaset model of an interesting prototype. While
application, being very careful not to it is certainly not super-detailed, it still
touch any part of the decals themselves.
has the stock brake hardware and stirrup
I did only one side and end per day so steps - I think it looks quite authentic.
as not to accidentally touch a soft decal on
- John Hagen
the other side. When both sides were
finished I went back and pierced any
© 1986. Kalmbach Publishing Co.
bubbles and reapplied Solvaset in these
Used with permission of
areas.
Model Railroader magazine
Notice that all this took only 3 days,
and that the side reporting marks and
numbers are still not on the car! Neither Editor’s Note: See, when you’re the
of the decal sets had GB& W letters or editor, you can lead off a whole new
numbers the proper size. Fortunately, I publication with one of your own stories.
had a set of Woodland Scenics DT-508 Actually Bob did most of the work on this
dry transfers. The 3/33" size was just issue and I am honored that he chose to
right. When all of the lettering was dust off my old article.
complete I sprayed on a light coat of
This was written in 1985 and it’s
Floquil Flat Finish.
likely that the car kit and decal sets may
no longer be available. But there is a vast
WEATHERING
array of “vintage” model RR items on
Now the easy stuff. I used artist's sale at swap meets, flea markets, ebay,
pastel chalk to weather the model. The
prototype photo shows a few small rust etc. and the methods used are still
spots on the door guides and so forth. applicable today.

The Green Bay & Western Steam Era
Photo CD
Locomotive Photos from the Roy Campbell Collection
Edited by Thomas E. Burg
A must for GBWHS members,
GBW steam fans or rail fans in general!
This CD contains 167 classic images of
GBW steam from #1 (left) through those
Magnificent 400‘s
Plus other GBW historical information
(See page 2 for another image from this CD)
Available through your

GBWHS
$15.00 Member Price ($20 non-member) + s/h

GB&LP #1

ROY CAMPBELL collection

Published by
Merrill Publishing Associates, P.O. Box 51, Merrill, WI
54452

WORKING ON THE GBW #X-190
JORDAN SPREADER

One of the last pieces of Green Bay and Western
equipment that is still being used on the Canadian National’s
former Wisconsin Central property is their Jordan Spreader
#X-190. The GBW acquired the Jordan in the mid-thirties
from the Wisconsin and Michigan Railroad, along with some
other cars. It is a model 2-200 and it is believed that it was
built in the early thirties. The Spreaders are the railroad’s
version of a road grader, performing the dual duty of
spreading dirt and ballast, as well as snow removal. The
#X-190 continued performing the same duties for the WC,
and now continues in service on the CN. During the #X-190’s
career, it featured the low “summer” plow that it originally
came with, and the higher “winter” plow that was added years
later. It had a yellow cab up until the sixties, when it was
repainted in the current red scheme.
October 3, 2006, I was tying up (punching out) from
working an over night coal train run, when I learned that the
#X-190 was going to be used to level out some piles of dirt
and fouled ballast that had been collected from the old
C&NW yard in Green Bay. A yard cleaner (a track machine)
had been used to pick up dirt and debris from the yard tracks
that had collected over time. This material was the dumped
along the track in the yard called the runner. CN Assistant
Track Supervisor Greg Meyers was coordinating the work
with the yardmaster when I overheard him say that #X-190
would be used for this cleanup job
I was hanging around the #X-190, waiting to grab a few
pictures when Greg hollered over to me “Bob, want to go for
a ride?” I imagine that you can guess my response. Normally
a backhoe or the speed swing would be used for this job. But,
Greg told me, “it would take the Jordan an hour to do what a
backhoe would take all day to do.” Greg has had lots of
experiences with the #X-190 over the years. He started in the
track department (section) with the GBW.
Along with Greg was Chris Stelzner, a newer em-ployee,
who regularly works as a track inspector. Chris had expressed
interest in eventually working his way up to track
superintendent, so Greg had invited him along to learn a little
working history. Most of the spreaders that are in use today
are operated by hydraulic pressure. The #X-190 is an old
school machine and is still operated by air pressure. The air is
supplied to the spreader by an air hose connected to the main
reservoir hose on the locomotive pushing it. While we waited
on the yard crew to bring their locomotive to the spreader,

Greg looked the #X-190 over and as he opened up the cab, he
started telling a few stories, about the times that he had
worked with #X-190.
One very interesting story involved a former coworker of
Greg’s who had to take the #X-190 out to plow snow on the
Kewaunee Line. It is normal for railroaders to discuss the
details of the upcoming job, to insure that each person is
aware of all conditions, situations, and rules that govern the
work that is about to be preformed. This is called a job
briefing. Greg warned this fellow of several things to watch
out for including the foundation of the old water tower at
milepost 13 (New Franken). “Make sure that you pull that left
wing in at 13,” Greg warned him. Well, guess what
happened? They were clipping along around 15 mph when
they got to that milepost. The old foundation had been
forgotten. The impact nearly flipped the spreader over, shook
the crew up and bent the left wing. That wing still has this
bend in it!

ABOVE You can see then need to keep a watch on the tracks
ahead. A switch stand can be seen through the triangle of the
spreader blade and bracing. We were stopped when this
picture was taken.

Note how the nose fits down in between the rails in the picture
on the left. Above right Greg watches the track ahead for
problems.
Other stories told of failing to raise the nose while moving
her around in Norwood and plowing up track switches, the
poor heating qualities of the little propane heater used to heat
the cab, or making a stop to use the restroom at the next depot
while plowing one cold winter night and then not being able
to unfasten his frozen coat to perform the needed bodily
function.
Greg also mentioned his preference for using a spreader
for plowing snow over using the Russell Plows that came

along with the WC takeover. The Russell Plows have short
wings, but the Jordan’s have big wings. “You can push the
snow out further with a Jordan, and then the hole you plow
isn’t as likely to fill in with drifting snow,” he told us.
During these stories, the IC GP-40 coupled up, the air hose
was connected between the locomotive’s main reservoir and
the #X-190’s big air tank, and soon we were off. After the
#X-190 was pulled up over the runner switch at Military, we
were then shoved down to the first of the dirt piles.

the material was up to the top of the blade, and the #X-190
wasn’t straining at all.
In between the work being done at each section, I would
relocate to take pictures from a different angle while the
spreader was stopped. I moved from the spreader to the
locomotive, and then from the ground, taking the various
pictures that are shown here. I could not always get the best
angle for a picture, but safety comes first on the railroad. The
pictures taken on the ground were sometimes blocked a bit by
some grass, but this was the only safe location that I could
take the pictures from.
The operation to level out the piles of debris was over all
too fast, and the #X-190 was placed back on its storage track,
and I went home for some much needed rest. By the time I fell
into bed, I’d been up for 27 hours, but that was time well
spent!

This view shows the cylinder that raises and lowers
the right wing, as well as the holes for the locking
pins which prevent the wing from dropping while
the spreader is being transported.

The first thing Greg did was remove the locking pins that
hold all of the moving parts to the right wing and checked
each of the functions for the right side. Since all of the work
that day was to be done with the right wing.

The area that was cleaned up can be seen in the above left picture.
The above right picture shows the spreader with the wing angled
down and the nose down in between the rails.

Then he got off the spreader and inspected the inside area
of the wing and oiled the pivot points of this wing. When he
got back up into the cab he commented that he would take it
easy on the first couple of passes as he said “I want to take it
easy on the old girl, she hasn’t worked for some time.” We
made the first pass on the first group of dirt piles, knocking off
the tops of them. Then we backed up and made a second pass,
then a third, which finished the work in that portion. The work
was broken up into three sections, and after finishing the first
section Greg was a little more aggressive with the work,
cutting into the debris pile deeper. When he did third section,

In this view of the back of the wing you can see the three wing braces
and the splines that lock the wing in position during use. The small
cylinders at the midway point of each brace operate a locking block
that engages the spline. The air operated cylinders that operate the
sloping portion and open and close the wing can also be seen in the
upper left portion of the picture. Below, debris are up near the top of
the wing blade.

More photos and information about this fascinating piece of
operating railroad history on the next page.
Send us your comments regarding this newsletter, the
GBWHS or any thing related to the scope of the GBWHS. We
will have a column dedicated to members comments
beginning with the next issue.
Wm. K. Walthers has announced plans to introduce a Thrall
prototype HO scale gondola in the spring of 2007, including

one lettered for the GB&W. Stock numbers will be 93240254 for one car and 932-240254 for a two car set. More
information on the prototype in the next issue.

The picture to the left shows Greg Meyers at the controls for
the right wing of the spreader. There are six control valves on
the right side of the cab, and there are five on the left side that
mirror those on the right side.
The control valves, starting from the left in this picture
perform various functions as listed below;
•

•
•
•
•
•

The gray control is for the nose plow, and is only found
on the right side of the cab. This control raises and
lowers the nose plow. In the lower position, the plow
fits down in between the rails. You can see a portion of
the cylinder that raises the nose plow between Greg and
track inspector Chris Stelzner.
Greg is adjusting the second gray valve which is for the
vertical post. This control raises and lowers the entire
wing assembly.
The green valve controls the diagonal brace.
The yellow valve controls the wing control, which
angles the wing away from the car body
The red valve controls the bank sloper.
The black valve operates the carrier wing.

Cover photo and below, Greg watches the progress of the spreader
as it cleans up the south side of the runner. When in operation, the
spreader operator and the locomotive engineer need to work
together closely to avoid problems.

This diagram was used with permission from the Jordan Spreader
website: http://www.trainweb.org/JordanSpreader

All photos in this article by Bob Hainstock

